UNION CHURCH

LABYRINTH
We extend an invitation to all
community members to
experience this 2,000-yearold practice of spiritual
discovery.

Walking the Labyrinth:
★Pause at the entrance to the
labyrinth for a moment of silent
reflection.
★E n t e r t h e l a b y r i n t h a n d
breathe. quiet your mind.
★As you make your way to the
center, you may want to choose
one of the following:
Allow your mind to quiet, have no
expectations.
*Pray for yourself or someone
else
*Choose a meditation…example:
“Be still and know that
I am
God”
*Pick a single word, grace, hope,
gratefulness, truth
* Keep a question in mind
★Within the center, release from
your mind and heart any prayer,
concern or questions and give it
to God.
★When you are ready to leave the
center, retrace the path from the
center back out.

Walking the labyrinth
A labyrinth resonates with
different people in different
ways, walking it may be a
joyous experience for some
or a somber, thought
provoking one for others.
the principle is that the very
act of walking circles alters
consciousness and helps
quiet the mind.
“THE CHURCH DECIDED TO BUILD A

LABYRINTH AS A WAY TO BRING A
DIFFERENT KIND OF SACRED SPACE TO
THE CHURCH FAMILY AND THE
COMMUNITY.”

Walking a labyrinth is
about the journey,
rather than the
destination; on being
rather than doing.

Walking a labyrinth is an ancient spiritual
practice that allows one to contemplate life and
find clarity and focus. With one path to follow
to the center and back, walking a labyrinth is a
journey to the center of one's soul, providing an
opportunity to focus on a challenge, a friend in
need, or simply to enjoy the quiet of one's own
mind and reflect.
"If Jesus' ministry had been
videotaped," explains Union
Church Pastor Mark Hindman,
"more than anything we would
see Jesus and his followers
walking by the seas, through
deserts, up and down
mountains, to the most rural
towns, and toward Jerusalem.
Of this we are certain: Jesus
slept. Jesus ate. Jesus drank.
And Jesus walked."
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"Sometimes when we practice
sacred rituals (baptism, prayer,
communion), they are ordinary,
but dear to us nevertheless. In a
similar way, sometimes when we
walk the labyrinth, it is mostly
just a nice walk. Our life isn't
changed in an instant. But I find
room to breathe, a moment to
reflect, a chance to put down
what I'm carrying around and

walk without that burden. And
all of that is good."
The Union Church invites all
people to come and walk its
labyrinth - to breathe, to reflect,
to relax and to find a moment of
pure peace. The Union Church
labyrinth is located behind the
church on the south side of the
parking lot in a nice, quiet
space.

